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Abstract. Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHNs) must identify
the best operational characteristics based on the local spectrum availability, reachability with other nodes, choice of spectrum, while maintaining an acceptable end-to-end performance. The distributed nature
of the operation forces each node to act autonomously, and yet has a
goal of optimizing the overall network performance. These unique characteristics of CRAHNs make reinforcement learning (RL) techniques an
attractive choice as a tool for protocol design. In this paper, we survey
the state-of-the-art in the existing RL schemes that can be applied to
CRAHNs, and propose modiﬁcations from the viewpoint of routing, and
link layer spectrum-aware operations. We provide a framework of applying RL techniques for joint power and spectrum allocation as an example of Q-learning. Finally, through simulation study, we demonstrate the
beneﬁts of using RL schemes in dynamic spectrum conditions.
Key words: Reinforcement Learning, Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks, Routing, Spectrum Decision, Spectrum Sensing.
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Introduction

Recent advances in Software Deﬁne Radio (SDR) technology have given an impetus towards developing a new generation of highly reconﬁgurable wireless devices, leading to the novel paradigm of “intelligent” radio systems. Here, the
word “intelligence” refers to the ability of radio devices to learn from and adapt
to their environment. Cognitive Radio (CR) constitutes the most promising and
investigated approach in this research area. A CR device can be formally deﬁned as a radio which changes its transmitter parameters based on interaction
with the environment in which it operates [1]. CR technology is envisaged to
solve the current problems of ineﬃciency in spectrum allocation and usage, by
implementing dynamic spectrum access (DSA) techniques and often relying on
opportunistic transmission in the licensed frequencies. Moreover, it provides reconﬁgurability at each layer of the protocol stack, in order to support diﬀerent
transmission access technologies and to dynamically meet the Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements of end-users. The CR concept is extended in Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHNs), in which the network is deployed in an ad-hoc
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manner with no centralized controllers [1]. However, the beneﬁts in terms of spectrum usage come at the price of higher complexity in the eﬀective deployment of
CRAHNs. The problems of how such a network self-organizes and adapts to the
dynamic topologies changes and varying spectrum availability are some of the
key distinguishing factors. Current research on CRAHNs demonstrates the need
for a novel generation of adaptive protocols and algorithms, which should cope
with the high ﬂuctuation in the spectrum availability, as well as with diverse
QoS requirements [16].
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a biologically inspired machine learning technique (ML), in which an agent acquires its knowledge through trial-and-error
interactions with its environment [2, 12]. At each step, the agent performs an
action and gets a feedback from the environment, which can be used to optimize its behaviour in the future. The dynamic interaction with the environment
and the adaptivity of the learning process are two of the main features which
make RL techniques appealing for CRAHNs applications, mainly for routing and
spectrum decision tasks [7, 9]. In some cases, the RL-based solutions are proved
to work better than traditional solutions [3, 17, 22]. However, a comprehensive
analysis of beneﬁts and risks of RL techniques over CRAHNs is still missing.
This paper investigates the application of RL techniques over CRAHNs, as a
general framework for the deployment of intelligent and reconﬁgurable radio
networks. We provide three main contributions in this research ﬁeld. First, we
analyze beneﬁts and drawbacks of RL approach over CRAHNs (Section 2), by
identifying the RL techniques which are best suitable for protocol design (Section 3). Second, we review existing RL-based proposals, for these CRAHNs issues: routing (Section 4.1), spectrum sensing (Section 4.2) and spectrum decision
(Section 4.3). Most of the solutions are single-layer, and try to learn the optimal conﬁguration of a single parameter (e.g. spectrum in the spectrum decision
problem, next-hop node in routing). Third, we show in Section 5 how RL techniques can be applied for solving complex problems like interference-control in
CRAHNs, where each CR user should learn the optimal combination of multiple
parameters (e.g. power and spectrum), in a distributed way. We conclude our
work in Section 6.

2

RLs over CRAHNs: Beneﬁts and Challenges

Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHNs) are multi-hop wireless networks,
composed of two kind of users: cognitive radio (CR) users and primary users
(PUs) [1]. PUs have license to access the licensed spectrum. CR users may
opportunistically transmit in the spectrum holes. The eﬀective deployment of
multi-hop CRAHNs depends on the design of eﬃcient spectrum sensing and selection techniques, and of novel routing and transport layer protocols [16]. RL
techniques are suitable for protocol design in CRAHNs, as demonstrated by numerous prior works in the literature (Section 4). The main beneﬁts provided by
the RL approach are:
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– Adaptivity. RL techniques help a node to adapt its behavior to the dynamic
spectrum environment, by combining exploration and exploitation actions.
This is required, for example, by routing protocols, which must identify the
best path between CR source-destination nodes, while the quality of each
path may dynamically change over time as a function of PU activity, intranetwork CR interference, and so on [9].
– Network-awareness. RL allows to implement a spectrum-aware paradigm of
communication. Many diﬀerent factors, such as the radio resources and the
channel heterogeneity aﬀect the CRAHNs performance in a complex way.
Instead of addressing a single factor at a time, a RL agent can observe all
the factors as a state, receive an aggregate feedback (e.g. the cost of each
transmission) and optimize a general goal as a whole, e.g. throughput [22].
– Distributed implementation. In most cases, RL techniques provide a simple
yet eﬀective modeling approach [2]. Moreover, multi-agent RL algorithms [5]
can be deployed by each node of the network in a distributed way, introducing
a limited network overhead.
At the same time, the main drawbacks of RL techniques over CRAHNs are:
– Random ﬂuctuations. RL techniques may force a CR node to perform random
actions as it learns about the environment, so that feedbacks about the cost
of each state-action pair are collected. The beneﬁts of exploration constitute
a trade-oﬀ with the increased cost of the learning process, which may select
suboptimal actions, and thus lead to temporary performance degradation.
– Slow convergence. Many RL techniques (specially Time Discounted methods
[2]) guarantee convergence to the optimal policy only if each action is executed in each state an inﬁnite number of times. This is clearly not realistic
for wireless applications. However, we also highlight that convergence is not
fundamental for CRAHNs protocols, due to the non-stationary characteristics of the network environment.
Many diﬀerent RL algorithms have been proposed in the literature [2]. In
some cases, the diﬃculty relies in identifying the algorithm which best applies
to the CRAHNs problem. To this aim, in Section 4 we review the basic RL model
and discuss the RL algorithms which are suitable for CRAHNs issues.

3

RL Techniques

In the RL model [2, 12], an agent interacts with its environment over a potential
inﬁnite sequence of discrete time steps 𝑡 = 1, 2, 3, . . .. At each step, it observes
the current environment, selects a possible action and receives a reward from
the environment for that speciﬁc action. The goal of the agent is to decide the
sequences of actions maximizing some cumulative measures of the rewards, over
time. RL model is deﬁned by a Markov Decision Process (MDP), consisting in:
– A discrete set of states 𝑆 which constitute the environment.
– A discrete set of actions 𝐴.
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– A reward function 𝑅 : 𝑆 × 𝐴 −→ ℜ.
– A state-distribution function 𝑇 : 𝑆 × 𝐴 × 𝑆 −→ [0, 1].
The environment is deﬁned by a discrete set of states (i.e. 𝑆) and must be
observable (or partially observable) by the RL agent. The reward function 𝑅
speciﬁes the expected instantaneous reward, as a function of the current state
and of the action performed. For each tuple < 𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠′ >, the state-distribution
function 𝑇 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠′ ) gives the probability to transit from state 𝑠 to state 𝑠′ after
executing action 𝑎. Additionally, the policy 𝜋 deﬁnes the mapping between the
states and actions, for each step 𝑡. The goal of the agent is to ﬁnd the optimal
policy, deﬁned according to diﬀerent reward models [2, 12]. In the inﬁnite-horizon
discount model, the policy 𝜋 attempts to maximize the long-run expected reward,
but discounts the rewards received in the future, i.e.:
∞
∑
𝐸(
𝛾 𝑡 𝑟𝑡 )

(1)

𝑡=0

where 0 ≤ 𝛾 ≤ 1 is a discount factor which determines the weight of future
rewards. If 𝛾 = 0, the agent aims only at maximizing its immediate reward.
Most of the RL algorithms are based on the concept of state-value function
(𝑉 ) and state-action function (𝑄). The state value function 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠) deﬁnes the
expected reward when executing the policy 𝜋, from state 𝑠. Analogously, the
state-action function 𝑄𝜋 (𝑎, 𝑠) gives the expected reward when the agent is in
state 𝑠, executes action 𝑎 and then follows the policy 𝜋. Several RL techniques
proposed in the literature diﬀer in the way 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠) and 𝑄𝜋 (𝑎, 𝑠) functions are
updated at each step, till the optimal policy 𝜋 ∗ is found [2, 12].
Most suitable RL techniques for CRAHNs are:
Model-based learning. These algorithms requires a model of the environment, i.e. the reward 𝑅 and state-distribution 𝑇 functions. For example, the
Dyna architecture [15] uses experience to build a model of the environment,
and through the model it adjusts the policy in use. It learns 𝑇 and 𝑅 by
incrementing statistics after each transition from 𝑠 to 𝑠′ and averaging the
reward 𝑅(𝑠, 𝑎). Model-based learning techniques have been applied for routing in wireless ad hoc networks [8], modelling the quality of each link as a
stochastic process. Generally speaking, it might be diﬃcult to learn the models of the environment in CRAHNs, due to the large number of parameters
aﬀecting the network performance.
Q-learning. Q-learning [23] is an on-line RL algorithm which attempts to
estimate the optimal action-state function 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎), without requiring a model
of the environment and a representation of the policy in use i.e. 𝜋. Let the
agent be in state 𝑠, execute action 𝑎 and then observe the reward 𝑟 and the
next state 𝑠′ . Q-learning updates the 𝑄 function in this way:
𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) → 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛼[𝑟 + 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎′ 𝑄(𝑠′ , 𝑎′ ) − 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎)]

(2)

, where 𝛾 is the discount factor discussed above and 𝛼 is a parameter tuning
the speed of learning. At each state 𝑠, the agent chooses the action 𝑎 which
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maximizes the 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) values (exploitation), or chooses randomly among the
available actions (exploration). Q-learning can be easily implemented over
distributed systems, with low overhead in terms of communication, computation and memory usage. As a result, Q-Learning has been applied to
diﬀerent problems over CRAHNs, e.g. PU sensing detection [3], spectrum
selection [24] and routing [6]. The main drawback is the speed of learning,
which depends on the accurate tuning of the 𝛾 and 𝛼 parameters.
Dual RL. This algorithm is very similar to the Q-learning scheme, but it
updates the 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) values also considering the value of the previous state,
instead of next state only [14]. Dual RL techniques have been applied to
routing problems in CRAHNs, so that each time a packet is transmitted
on a link the 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) are updated at both transmitter and receivers nodes
[22]. Dual RL enhances Q-learning in terms of speed of convergence, but it
introduces some additional overheads for its implementation.
Multi-Agent Learning. These techniques extend classical RL algorithms, in
a system of homogeneous agents which have system-wide optimization goals.
Cooperative RL techniques attempt to coordinate the behavior of the agents,
so that a coherent joint behavior is observed [5]. Many CRAHNs problems
can be formulated as cooperative problems. For instance, CR users should
distributively learn an optimal strategy to control the interference at the
primary receivers, at maintain it under a given threshold [10]. The main
drawbacks of this approach are: the additional overhead, required for the
agent cooperation, and the complexity in implementation, which may also
aﬀect the converge of the learning process. At present, very few applications
have been proposed for wireless systems [10].

4

RL Applications for CRAHNs

In this section, we review existing RL-applications from the viewpoint of higher
level protocol implementations in CRAHNs: (i ) routing (Section 4.1), (ii ) link
layer spectrum sensing (Section 4.2) and (iii ) link layer spectrum decision (Section 4.3). For each domain, we analyze the RL-formulation, we shortly review the
most signiﬁcant RL-based protocols proposed in the literature and we discuss
advantages and open issues.
4.1

Routing Protocols

Problem Formulation. In CRAHNs, routing protocols have the twofold goal
of (i ) discovering a path from a CR source to a CR destination node, by avoiding regions characterized by PUs activity, and of (ii ) accounting the spectrum to
be used on each intermediate link. Moreover, they should be able to cope with
the dynamics of CRAHNs, e.g. mobility, PU interference, variable link quality.
As a result, spectrum awareness and re-conﬁgurability are two important requirements for routing protocols over CRAHNs [16]. The routing process can
be modeled as a RL task, in which the CR source node must learn the optimal
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Fig. 1. The MDP process for a generic routing algorithm (a), spectrum sensing problem
(b) and spectrum detection problem (c).

path toward the destination by a trial and error interaction [9]. For each data
transmission, the CR node receives a reward which is an an estimate of the cost
of forwarding, e.g. mean-access delay or amount of energy consumed. The MDP
process for a generic routing protocol is depicted in Figure 1(a).
RL-based approaches. Q-routing [18] is a routing protocol for dynamically
changing networks, which has been applied in wireless ad hoc networks [6]. It is
an application of the Q-Learning scheme, where each node 𝑥:
– Has a set of actions 𝐴, which correspond to the set of neighbors of node 𝑥.
– Receives a reward 𝑟 after forwarding a packet to a neighbor 𝑦, which is an
estimation of the transmission delay between node 𝑥 and 𝑦.
– Maintains a table of 𝑄 values for each destination 𝑑, where the entry 𝑄𝑑 (𝑦, 𝑑)
is the expected delivery time to 𝑑 using next-hop node 𝑦.
After forwarding a packet to node 𝑦 with destination 𝑑, node 𝑥 updates its
Q-table entry in this way:
𝑄𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑞𝑥 + 𝛿 + 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑧 𝑄𝑑 (𝑦, 𝑧)

(3)

where 𝑞𝑥 is the time spent by the packet in the queue of 𝑥, 𝛿 is the transmission
delay and 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑧 𝑄𝑑 (𝑦, 𝑧) is the best delivery time for node 𝑦 and for destination 𝑑. In [6], Q-routing is evaluated for classical wireless ad hoc networks, and
the Q-table is enlarged to take into account diﬀerent parameters, e.g. network
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connectivity and residual energy of each node. In [21], the authors propose the
LQ-routing protocol, which uses the conventional Q-routing approach, but also
introduces the notion of route lifetime to represent the stability of routes connecting to the destination. SAMPLE [8] protocol models the routing process as
a collaborative RL-task among the nodes of the network. The main features of
the SAMPLE protocol are: (i ) it keeps a statistical model of the quality of each
link, based on the ratio of successful over attempted unicast transmissions, (ii )
it uses a decay function, so that routes which are not advertised are gradually
degraded and (iii ) it exploits piggybacking techniques to disseminate Q-values
inside the network. The authors of [22] propose two RL-based spectrum-aware
routing protocols for CRAHNs. Here, the CR nodes store a table of Q-values
that estimate the number of available channels on the routes, as a function of
the PUs activity. The Q-values are updated after each successful transmission,
using a Dual RL technique. Then, each CR node forwards a packet to the nexthop node which guarantees more available channels toward to the destination.
Discussion. All the Q-routing variants discussed so far are shown to improve
the performance of classical ad hoc routing schemes (e.g. AODV, DSR, DSDV),
in most of the evaluated scenarios. However, except for [8, 22], they do not take
into account spectrum considerations, which are fundamental for routing over
CRAHNs. Moreover, none of the previous approach integrates channel and nexthop selection into the learning process.
4.2

Spectrum Sensing

Problem Formulation. In CRAHNs, each CR user should perform periodic
sensing on the channel in use, to avoid collisions with PUs. Additionally, it must
observe the available spectral resources in all the other bands, in order to detect
spectrum holes and to switch to a new band, if necessary [1]. While sensing, a
CR user can not use the channel for communicating with other nodes. Finding
the optimal tradeoﬀ between channel sensing and channel exploitation involves
a learning process in which each node should determine the frequency and duration of sensing, on each channel. Spectral resource detection can be modeled as
a RL-problem, through an MDP (Figure 1(b)). The available number of licensed
bands constitute the set of states 𝑆 of the MDP. At each step, the CR user can
perform one of these actions: (i ) transmit on the current band, (ii ) sense the
current or another band or (iii ) switch to another band.
RL-based approaches. In [3], the authors solve the spectral detection problem
discussed above by using an actor-critic RL approach [2]. After each action, a
CR node receives a reward which is: the number of available subcarriers in case
of transmission, 0 in case of sensing and a ﬁxed penalty in case of switching.
Using the reward, the CR node updates the state values e.g. 𝑉 (𝑠), and computes the reliability of each state, which is then used by the actor to update
the current policy 𝜋. Error-free PU detection is assumed by the authors of [3].
In [20], the Q-learning technique is used to detect the presence of PU on the
spectrum in use by CR users, in order to reduce the occurrence of mis-detection
and false detection events. In the implementation proposed in [20], each Q-value
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represents the signal strength detected during sensing on a given channel.
Discussion. The simulation results in [3] show that their proposed RL-scheme
can quickly converge to the optimal solution in scenarios with stationary PU
activity, but do not address the environments with dynamically changing availability of the spectrum resources.

4.3

Spectrum Decision

Problem Formulation. In CRAHN, each CR user should determine a channel
where to transmit, given the twofold objective of (i ) maximizing the overall performance for stable QoS provisioning and of (ii ) mitigating the interference to
PUs. The spectrum heterogeneity implies that diﬀerent channels might be characterized by diﬀerent properties (in terms of e.g. transmitting range, data-rate,
Bit Error Rate) and varying activity patterns by PUs, over time. Spectrum decision can be modeled as a MDP process for each CR user 𝑖, as shown in Figure
1(c). The reward can be a local feedback of the node or a network-wide metric
(e.g. total interference to PU receivers).
RL-based approaches. Q-learning based spectrum allocation has been extensively investigated for cellular networks [4, 19]. In CRAHNs, the authors of [24]
consider the RL-formulation discussed above, and assign rewards to the CR users
after each data transmission. For each positive data packet transmission, there is
a positive constant value of +𝑅𝑊 , otherwise a negative constant value −𝐶𝑇 is
incurred. In practice, the value of 𝑅𝑊 and 𝐶𝑇 should be the amount of revenue
and cost that a network operator earns or incurs for each data successful transmission or failure [24]. In [11], the authors consider a network case composed by
a set of transmitting-receiving pairs of nodes. At each step, the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) is computed at the receivers node. If the SNR value is higher than a
given threshold, then the transmitter node increases its Q-value of a ﬁxed weight
factor, otherwise it applies a penalty and quits the current spectrum. In [17], an
analytical modeling of dynamic spectrum allocation over CRAHNs is proposed.
Simulation results show that Q-learning enhances a random spectrum allocation
scheme, and its performance are comparable with those of the analytical model.
In [10], the authors consider a secondary CR system based on the IEEE 802.22
standard, and apply RL techniques to learn how to control the aggregated interference at the PUs receivers. To this aim, the authors propose a Q-learning
based distributed scheme. However, the overhead of the proposed solution is not
shown in [10].
Discussion. All the Q-learning solution described so far are shown to provide
adaptive and dynamic channel selection for CRAHNs. Performance results show
that in some cases RL-based approaches guarantee higher performance than classical distributed channel selection scheme. However, none of the previous scheme
take into account the PUs interference into the MDP process. Moreover, they
do not provide an analytical modeling of the reward function, which is usually
modeled through a scalar vector [11, 24].
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RL Case study: Joint Spectrum and Power Allocation

In this section, we consider a case study of RL techniques for wireless ad hoc
cognitive sensors networks. They are composed of small, resource constrained
nodes, which are suited for monitoring, data gathering, and surveillance operations. In contrast to the classical sensor network, our proposed cognitive sensors
can intelligently choose their spectrum for transmission, transmit power, and
thereby support high bandwidth applications. This network model poses several
challenges. Firstly, the frequency space may be large, composed of several dozens
of channels. Moreover, the sensors are typically deployed in large densities, and
their individual transmit powers directly decide the level of interference to several nodes in the neighborhood. Here, we show how the spectrum and power
allocation problem can be modeled through an multi-agent RL model, so that
each CR sensor (also called as agent here) locally adjusts its choice of spectrum,
and its transmit power, subject to connectivity and interference constraints.
We assume time to be slotted, and at the start of each slot, the sensor senses
the spectrum with perfect accuracy. If the spectrum is available, it goes ahead
with the transmission. Now, this transmission may be successful, or it may result in a collision. Through receiver feedback, we allow the sender node to be
informed if the collision was a result of intra-CR network interference, or due
to simultaneous transmission by a neighboring PU. Based on the result of the
transmission, an appropriate reward is assigned to the choice of the state, which
in turn, determines future choices of spectrum and power. Considering the RL
model described in Section 3, we deﬁne the state of an agent as the current
spectrum and power value of its transmission. We therefore deﬁne the state of
the system at time 𝑡, denoted 𝑠𝑡 as:
→
−
→
𝑠𝑡 = (−
𝑠𝑝 ; 𝑝
𝑤 )𝑡

(4)

→
where −
𝑠𝑝 is a vector of spectrums and −
𝑝→
𝑤 is a vector of power values across all
agents. Analogously, we deﬁne the set of action 𝑎𝑡 at time 𝑡 as:
−
→
𝑎𝑡 = 𝑘𝑡 ;
(5)
−
→
where 𝑘 is a vector of actions across all agents. Here 𝑘𝑖 is the action of the
i-th agent and 𝑘𝑖 = {𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 ; 𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 }, e.g. each agent can switch from
its current spectrum to a new available spectrum, or switch from its current
power value to another power value. After each transmission, a CR user receives
a reward, which is used to adjust the current policy 𝜋. We consider the following
diﬀerent reward 𝑟 values for diﬀerent network conditions [13]:
1. Interference between PU and Sensors: When the licensed user and the sensor
transmit concurrently in the same spectrum, in the same slot, the receiving
sensor may experience a collision. Moreover, the PU receiver too may be unable to receive the PU transmission correctly, which is a serious degradation
of performance, and must be avoided. Thus, we allocate a comparatively
higher penalty 𝑃𝑃 𝑈 , which is equal to -15 in our experiments.
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2. Intra-sensor network Collision: If the collision is caused by simultaneous
transmissions by multiple sensor nodes, then we apply a ﬁxed penalty 𝑃𝐶𝑂𝐿 ,
equal to -5 in our experiments.
3. Channel Induced Errors: The inherent ﬂuctuations in the channel quality,
sudden drops in signal strength caused by fading, and noise characteristics
result in channel induced bit-ﬂips that may cause the packet to be dropped.
We apply the same penalty 𝑃𝐶𝑂𝐿 of the previous discussed case here, thereby
forcing the sender to switch to a more robust channel.
𝑗
4. Link Disconnection: If the received power (𝑃𝑟𝑥
) is less than the threshold
of the receiver 𝑃𝑟𝑡ℎ (here, assumed as -85 dBm), then all the packets are
dropped. In such cases, the sender should quickly increase its choice of transmit power so that the link can be re-established. We address this case by
applying a ﬁxed penalties 𝑃𝐿𝐷 , which is equal to -20 in our experiments.
5. Successful Transmission: If none of the above conditions are observed to be
true in the given transmission slot, then packet is successfully transmitted
from the sender to receiver. Since the actual combination of spectrum/power
produced a successful outcome, we encourage the agent to stay in the current
state through a positive reward (e.g +5 in our experiments).
The learning algorithm is based on a revised version of the Q-learning algorithm
described in Section 3. Details of our learning algorithm can be found in [13].
In this paper, we focus on the comparison between the RL-based approach with
other classical spectrum and power selection schemes for a random topology
CRAHN with 100 CR users. In the Random (RA) scheme, each CR user selects a random combination of spectrum and power in each slot. In the Dynamic
Spectrum Assignment (DSA) scheme, each CR user chooses the less interfered
spectrum in its 1-hop neighborhood, and switches to a new spectrum band in
case of PU detection. Moreover, each CR user chooses the minimum power level,
which provides network connectivity with the receiver node. Each CR user can
switch among 10 available spectrum bands, where each band has diﬀerent Bit
Error Rate (BER) and transmitting range characteristics. The permissible power
values for the CR users are uniformly distributed on 10 discrete levels between
0.5𝑚 − 4 mW. We consider a CRAHN with 25 PUs, where each PU is randomly
assigned one default channel in which it stays. We consider two network conﬁgurations: (i ) stationary PU activity, i.e. each PU is always active on its band, and
(ii ) dynamic PU activity, i.e. each PU is active on its band with a given probability 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 . Fig 2(a) shows the average probability of successful transmission
over simulation time, in the stationary case. The time scale on the x-axis is represented by epochs, each of which is composed of 50 time slots. From Fig. 2(a), we
can see that the RL-based approach quickly converges after a learning phase, and
provides higher performance than the non-RL schemes. Fig. 2(b) shows the average probability of successful transmission for the stationary case, as a function
of the CR system load. The performance improvement of the RL-based scheme
is even more consistent under higher saturation conditions. Fig 2(c) shows the
average probability of successful transmission for the non-stationary case, where
we vary the 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 parameter on the x-axis. In this case, the CR users should
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dynamically adapt their behavior based on the spectrum availability. Again, the
RL-approach shows its suitability for operating in dynamically environment.
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Fig. 2. The average probability of successful transmission for the stationary case is
shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b). The average probability of successful transmission as a
function of the PU activity is shown in Figure 2(c).

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the application of Reinforcement Learning (RL)
techniques for distributed network protocols in CRAHNs. We surveyed several
RL techniques and their applications in three diﬀerent CRAHNs domains, i.e.
routing, spectrum sensing and spectrum decision. We found that in many cases
RL-based schemes provide high adaptability to the varying spectrum conditions.
However, only few protocols have been evaluated against classical schemes for
CRAHNs. Moreover, few of them address joint optimization of cross-layer parameters. To this aim, we proposed our RL-framework for the joint selection of
optimal spectrum and transmit power in CRAHNs. The proposed framework
have been compared with other non-learning scheme. Simulation results show
the performance improvement of the RL-based scheme under both stationary
and dynamic spectrum environments.
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